In the crystal of K 3 H(SO 4 
I. INTRODUCTION
Symmetric hydrogen bonds O· · ·H· · ·O are of fundamental importance to many disciplines across physics, chemistry, or biology, in the gaseous, liquid or solid state. Their properties depend on essentially the O· · ·O bond length (say R OO ), such that a shorter R OO corresponds to a stronger bonding and a lower frequency for the OH stretching mode (νOH).
This dependence on R OO accounts for temperature, pressure, and isotope effects. As R OO decreases, the potential operator for the stretching coordinate is expected to evolve from a double-well with a high barrier (compared to kT ) to a single-well for the shortest bonds. The latter is widely thought of as mimicking symmetric intermediates for proton transfer along the νOH coordinate in (bio)chemical reactions. This is an important field of investigations for computational chemistry and our purpose is to determine effective potentials based upon experiments for benchmark tests of theoretical methods.
In crystals, strong symmetric hydrogen bonds are encountered for small entities, such as chelates or dimers, well separated from each other. Bond lengths, symmetry and probability densities at proton sites are best characterized with single-crystal neutron diffraction (SXND), compared to x-ray (SXXD). Inelastic neutron scattering (INS) reveals OH transitions with spectacular contrast of intensity, compared to infrared or Raman. Probability densities in the momentum space can be determined with neutron Compton scattering (NCS).
The best characterized short symmetric hydrogen bond in a crystal is that of the chelate of the potassiumhydrogenmaleate, KH(OOC-CH=CH-COO), for which R OO = 2.427(1)Å at 20 K.
1 This is one of the shortest distance ever reported. INS spectra reveal numerous νOH transitions consistent with a funnel-shaped potential, such that the bare proton is localized at the center in the ground state, or largely delocalized over the oxygen orbitals in the excited states beyond ≈ 500 cm −1 . Similar potentials have been proposed for centrosymmetric dimers of potassiumhydrogenbistrifluoroacetate, KH(CF 3 COO) 2 and the cesium analogue, CsH(CF 3 COO) 2 , both with R OO = 2.436(4)Å at cryogenic temperatures. 2 In crystals, the existence of symmetric double-wells for longer bonds is controversial. For the crystal of potassiumdihydrogenphosphate (KDP, R OO ≈ 2.50Å), Reiter et al. 3 claimed that NCS suggests a symmetric double-well in the paraelectric phase above T c ≈ 124 K, or a single minimum in the ferroelectric phase below T c . However, this is clearly excluded by the crystal symmetry and vibrational spectra. 4 Quasi-symmetric double wells have been reported for centrosymmetric dimers of the hydrogencarbonate family (MHCO 3 with M = K, Rb, Cs), 5, 6 or benzoic acid, 7, 8 for which R OO ≈ 2.60Å, but these hydrogen bonds are not symmetric.
Apart from crystals, the chelate of the malonaldehyde (3-hydroxy-2-propenal) molecule in the gas phase (R OO ≈ 2.57Å) is the best characterized symmetric double-well.
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In the present work we report experimental and theoretical studies of the crystals of trispotassiumhydrogendisulfate, K 3 H(SO 4 ) 2 , and of the isostructural K 3 D(SO 4 ) 2 . 
We emphasize that these crystals are macroscopically quantum, to the least, below T c . In Sec.
V we show that the same model holds for the isostructural Rb 3 H(SO 4 ) 2 .
II. NEUTRON DIFFRACTION
Single-crystals were obtained by slow cooling of
Prismatic colorless specimens wrapped in aluminum were loaded in a closed-cycle-refrigerator whose temperature was controlled to ±1 K. Data were collected with the four-circle diffractometer 5C2 at the Orphée reactor (Laboratoire Léon Brillouin). 21 Every structural parameter computed with CRYSTALS 22 was allowed to vary independently.
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Inspection of intensities for absent reflections confirms the monoclinic space group A2/a for both K 3 H(SO 4 ) 2 and K 3 D(SO 4 ) 2 at every temperature (see Table I ). There is no visible symmetry breaking to suggest a statistical distribution of H or D. Best refinements were obtained with H or D at special positions (Tables II and III) Unit cell parameters (Table I) , positional parameters (Tables II and III) ), and thermal parameters for heavy nuclei (Tables IV and V) Table VII . The corresponding half-widths at half-height (HWHH), ∆ α (T ) (α = x, y, z), of the gaussian profiles
are given in [14] . The bands at ≈ 600 cm −1 were assigned to SO 4 entities.
III. THE INFINITE SQUARE-WELL
Since the double-well proposed in Ref. [14] is rejected by SXND, we seek a singlewell potential for a proton oscillator (m = 1 amu) consistent with the νOH transition observed at (57 ± 3) cm −1 and with the probability density profile. A (quasi)harmonic model is inappropriate because the mean-square amplitude in the ground state,
should be one order of magnitude greater than U H x (5). Consequently, we envisage another textbook potential that is the infinitely deep square-well such that V = 0 for −a H /2 ≤ x ≤ a H /2 and V = ∞ otherwise. 25 The eigenstates are:
The zero-point energy is E
and a H = (0.47 ± 0.01)Å. Table IX shows that E 
can be confronted with (1). At 5 K, the leading term |ψ 1 | 2 gives a bell-shaped profile whose
12Å. This is significantly less than ∆ H x (5) ≈ 0.156Å. We attribute the difference to a splitting of the wavefunction, what means that the energy levels refer to the center of mass of a rigid entity, say H L1/2 −H R1/2 , whose separation length is l H and whose probability density is the sum of two unresolved profiles Fig. 4 ). Then, Ψ 2 (293) computed with the same parameters cannot be compared directly to a gaussian profile. The best we can conclude is that the HWHH corresponding to the plateau at half-height, namely (0.20 ± 0.05)Å, is in qualitative agreement with ∆ H x (293). At this modest level of precision, there is no visible change of a H or l H consistent with the expansion of the O· · ·O bond. There is no visible temperature induced geometric effect. Table VII ).
that because of the mass effect, Ψ 2 (14) includes a minor contribution of
to ≈ 5% of the total density). At 293 K, the HWHH of the calculated profile is roughly on
09Å is rather close to R ODO − R OHO ≈ 0.07Å at low temperatures. This suggests a geometric effect upon isotope substitution.
So far, the analysis of the density profiles is reasonably well established for K 3 H(SO 4 ) 2 at low temperature, since E H n and l H are determined by different measurements. For K 3 D(SO 4 ) 2 at low temperature, we ignore whether the assumption E D n ≈ E H n /2 is correct, so l D should be regarded with caution. In addition, it is impossible to conclude whether or not the model is pertinent at elevated temperatures. These drawbacks are wiped away in the next section where we show that dielectric and calorimetric data reported for mixed isotope crystals
are precisely represented by this model. to the probability density. +: Gaussian profile whose variance is U D x (T )/2 (Table VII) .
IV. ISOTOPE EFFECTS AND PHASE TRANSITIONS
Because centrosymmetric dimers have no electric dipole, there is no significant coupling terms between proton or deuteron vibrations which are, therefore, degenerate. This is confirmed by INS. The Ising model is, therefore, irrelevant.
Consider an ideal defect-free crystal of K 3 D(SO 4 ) 2 represented by a periodic lattice in 3-dimension of N indistinguishable rigid entities, D L1/2j −D R1/2j , centered at every node j.
N is on the order of Avogadro's constant. The centrosymmetric wavefunction for the center of mass x j is
The lattice can be represented by N Bloch-wavefunctions indexed r (1 ≤ r ≤ N ),
where x is a nonlocal observable independent of j, k nr is a wave vector and L j is a lattice 
From these observations we tentatively infer that the S−O bond lengths, hence the dielectric constants, could correlate with the splitting of the wavefunction or, more specifically, with the nonlocal "indiscernibility degree" in the ground state proportional to the overlap defined on a 0 − 1 scale as:
Then, we tentatively set the discernibility-indiscernibility boundary (DIB) to I 1 (l di ) = 1/2, for l di = 0.183Å. Consequently, I 1 (l H ) > 1/2 at every temperature (see Fig. 6 a) and the S−O bonds are virtually temperature independent. In contrast, I 1 (l D ) < 1/2 at 14 K and we assume that indiscernibility emerges at elevated temperatures from a thermal pure quantum state leading to coherent oscillations of the center of mass:
The temperature law for the indiscernibility degree is then
where β n,m is the indiscernibility degree of the superposition |n + e iϕ |m for which the mean position of the center of mass is:
If m = n+ 1, X n,m ≈ 0 and β n,m ≈ 0. Otherwise, X n,n+1 ≈ −2aπ (7), are thus validated at the macroscopic level of the phase transition. We conclude that the square-well is largely isotope and temperature independent, to the least below T di .
Our interpretation of the isotope effect is as follows. For
at every temperature, the S−O bonds are practically temperature independent, and the monotonous decrease of ǫ H upon rising T is due to thermal fluctuations of the crystal lattice. 
Since the probability density computed at 85 K is similar to that at 293 K (see Fig. 5 ), we infer that the bond lengths are practically temperature independent above T di , so the monotonous decrease of ǫ D is analogous to that of ǫ H .
So far, the cusp at T = T di for ǫ D reveals a discontinuity that is not accounted for by (8) .
Consequently, we suppose that the phase transition is actually triggered by a discontinuity 
of the indiscernibility parameter, say IP 1 , such that:
and β n,n+1 = 1 if T ≥ T di (see Fig. 7 ). This means that indiscernibility is quantified in the discernible domain whereas it is complete in the indiscernible range. This interpretation is corroborated by calorimetric measurements. For T < T di , we can label 1 or 2, respectively, the components of the split wavefunction (4) and ψ n (
. Consequently, the total molar-entropy of the transition is R ln 2 and the specific heat jump is ∆C = 3R/2, as effectively measured.
15
The indiscernibility parameter is also relevant for K 3 D (1−ρ) H ρ (SO 4 ) 2 . Dielectric measurements realize Bloch-states at the center of the Brillouin-zone, via insignificant energy or momentum transfer, and variables of statistical-mechanical interest can be calculated from only one realization of the thermal pure quantum state. 27 Protons and deuterons are not separate, so the indiscernibility parameter at 0 K is IP 1 (l ρ ), where
The DIB corresponds to a quantum phase transition at 0 K for ρ di = 0.74 ± 0.02. The temperature law analogous to (8) ,
accounts for the thermally induced phase transition at T ρ di for ρ < ρ di and for the lack of transition for ρ > ρ di . Here, we assume that E H n and E D n realized through energy transfer are separable and independent of ρ. Visual examination of Fig. 7 shows that for T < T ρ di , IP ρ is shifted upward by IP 1 (l ρ ) − IP 1 (l 0 ) (l 0 = l D ) and T ρ di can be written as:
The quasi-linear variation of T ρ di for ρ < ρ di , mirroring that of IP 1 (l ρ ), is in reasonably good agreement with measurements (see Fig. 8 ). In contrast, the Ising model advocated by Moritomo et al. yields a curved function with a very steep slope as T c (ρ) −→ 0 (see Fig. 3 in Ref. [15] ), so the extrapolated critical concentration (ρ c = 0.66 ± 0.04) 15 is smaller than ρ di . In practice, dielectric data suggest that it is technically difficult to measure T di <≈ 10 K with precision, so ρ c is logically a lower bound for ρ di . According to Fig. 7 , the specific heat jump ∆C(ρ) for ρ < ρ di is proportional to
This is in reasonably good agreement with observations (see Fig. 9 ). The shape of ∆R(ρ) mirrors that of IP 0 (T ) in Fig. 7 . It is nearly linear for ρ <≈ 0.4 and the slope goes to zero
, so there is no discontinuity at the DIB.
The INS spectrum of the isomorphous crystal of Rb 3 H(SO 4 ) 2 (see Fig. 2 and Table VII) is also consistent with a square-well, apart from the transition observed at ≈ 44 cm −1 , instead of 57 cm −1 . However, the high background casts doubt on the actual frequency that should be reassessed with a more appropriate instrument. 14 In any case, an OH band in such a low frequency range is in conflict with the interpretation of NCS data proposed by Homouz et al. 28 for a single-crystal of Rb 3 H(SO 4 ) 2 at 10 K. These authors observed that the mean Then, the projections along the crystal axes are:
These projections are effectively rather similar although the distribution is markedly anisotropic. Furthermore, the low νOH frequency imposes σ b < σ a , so we suspect σ a 
VI. CONCLUSION
The space group symmetry of K 3 H(SO 4 ) 2 or K 3 D(SO 4 ) 2 determined with neutron diffraction is A2/a at cryogenic or room temperature and there is no resolvable site splitting for H or D. Statistical disorder and antiferroelectricity are ruled out. The anomalies of the dielectric constants or heat capacity do not correspond to any structural symmetry breaking.
At low temperatures, the probability densities for H or D and the INS spectrum of Our explanation of the dielectric and calorimetric anomalies is based upon two postulates.
The first one is that these anomalies correspond to the crossing of a definite boundary for the discernibility-indiscernibility degree. To the best of our knowledge, this is unprecedented and we ignore whether or not this boundary is deeply rooted in the ground of quantum mechanics. The indiscernibility parameter can be thought of as a quantum counterpart to an order parameter diverging at the phase transition in classical physics. The second postulate is the correlation of the indiscernibility parameter and the dielectric constant, via the S−O bonds. The physical ground of this correlation is largely unknown. Our theory is scaled by three measured parameters, a, l H , l D . It accounts precisely for every observation, within the framework of the quantum theory of measurements. The crystal is a macroscopicscale quantum system for which the existence of a thermal pure quantum state is allowed by the adiabatic separation of H or D and heavy nuclei, as commonly encountered in similar O· · ·O bonds. 
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